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the clean energy package and we

► Europe’s response to the energy transition is...
  ► A reaction to a global trend
  ► Paris rather than Brussels
  ► Endorsing, not denying

► ... The energy community’s second transition
  ► The first transition, unfinished business
    • Deregulation
    • Integration
  ► The second transition, this time for real
    • The energy community kicks in
    • Coal: a natural resource turned toxic
how to ride the energy transition

► our „smart specialisation“: renewables
  ► more than just decoration
  ► new circumstances
  ► competitive awarding, new players and new contractual models
  ► effective de-risking

► what’s the back-up?
  ► no one-size-fits all
  ► the risk of stranded assets
  ► infrastructure investment
  ► a no-regret solution: better integration
    • trade RES with EU
    • a regional capacity mechanism
Thank you for your attention!
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